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Thank you, Mr. Chairman, for the opportunity to testify today on behalf of PECO in support of

House Bill 1412, the Energy Resiliency and Emergency Preparedness and Response Act. lam Bill

Patterer, Director of Regulatory Strategy and Revenue Policy at PECO, and for the last two

years, I have served as project lead for PECO's microgrid initiative.

PECO strongly supports this important legislation, which willpromote the development of pilot

microgrids and innovative applications of distribution-scale battery storage technologies to

deliver transformationallevels of energy resiliency and reliability to essentialpublic service

customers, like localgovernments, first responders, and criticalinfrastructure systems.

By deploying distributed generation systems and advanced distribution system controllers that

can maintain the balance between generation and loads, even when not supported by the

distribution grid, microgrids have great potentialto provide enhanced reliability for these

customers. These systems are capable of operating independent of the electric grid during

large-scale weather outages or other emergency events, ensuring continuity of criticalpublic

services.



Battery storage systems are commonly integrated into microgrids to prevent even brief,

temporary outages, and they can also be used to back-up dispersed public infrastructure and

better integrate intermittent distributed energy systems like solar and wind into the grid.

Microgrid systems are stillin their early stages of deployment and Integration with the

distribution grid. There are a small-- but growing-- number of microgrids in operation today.

for example, the Philadelphia Navy Yard is a 1,200 acre campus of office, industrial,

manufacturing and research facilities with its own electric distribution system that is connected

to the PECO distribution grid. PECO is collaborating with the Navy Yard on severalapplications

of microgrid concepts to learn from these efforts.

PECO is interested in exploring pilot microgrid projects, both to build technicalexpertise to

offer dramatically improved system resiliency to criticalcustomers in our communities and to

deliver enhanced reliability solutions to allcustomers. The challenge that utilities in the state

face is that Pennsylvania's utility laws do not define how microgrids and battery storage

systems are to be regulated.

Though primarily used to deliver traditionalpublic utility attributes of resilient and reliable

distribution service, microgrids and battery storage systems operate as generation assets under

some circumstances. For example, while the generation that supports microgrids is in place

primarily to run during grid outages, these assets also can serve to supplement generation



supplies during times of very high demand. Batteries systems also strategically store and

discharge power depending on customer needs and market conditions.

In other words, these assets are neither purely distribution nor purely generation, and our

public utility laws do not now address such issues.

HB 1412 addresses this gap in our laws in a manner that promotes technology and project

development while maintaining maximum flexibility for the Pennsylvania Public Utility

Commission to review proposed projects on their merits with fullstakeholder input through the

regulatory process. Without passage of HB 14].2, even projects that the PUC might approve in

the future as in the public interest would be subject to potentiallegalchallenge in the absence

of a clear statutory structure to govern microgrid and innovative storage investments.

Your billdoes not impose requirements on the Commission with regard to its consideration of

utility proposed projects, rather it clarifies that the PUC is authorized to consider and approve

projects that it finds in the public interest. To guarantee that utilities have no incentive to own

generation for the purpose of profiting from sales in the wholesale market, the billrequires that

any revenues from sales derived from utility-owned generation or storage assets must be

credited to customers, and may not be retained by utilities.



HB 1412 does not attempt to dictate outcomes of utility pilot proposals. Rather, it establishes a

reasonable regulatory framework so that microgrids that deliver benefits to the public may be

proposed and authorized in Pennsylvania.

Thank you for your leadership on this important issue, and I'd be pleased to answer any

questions.




